
If a person thinks they're a Muslim but they
don't even pray, than they are only fooling themselves.
1.1: I3:  I

The very defining statement of the faith, the
Shahadeh, contains two parts which signify
something unique. The first part, "I declare that there
is no god but Allah," bings home the truth that nothing
in this life, be it money, idols, man-gods, fame or
whatever, should hold our allegiance more than Allah.
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The second part, "and I declare that
Muhammad is the Messenger ofAllah," indicates that
we accept the Prophet rpr as our model, guide and
spiritual leader. What he said and did, how he lived-
all these things we want to emulate in our lives also.
These are the basic understandings every Muslim must
have. er,rl

C. TYho is a Kafir?

A person who rejects the message of the
Shahadah is called a Kafir. The word comes from
the Arabic term, Kafara which means to cover up or
to hide something. A kafir is a person who covers up
the truth and tries to hide it. (i.e.arruth-hide.r Whether it's
through laziness, outright rebellion or simple
ignorance, a person who doesn't even make the effort
to obey what Allah has ordained can never be counted
among the believers. They are the oles who will be
unhappy in this life and punished in the next because
they are false to their inner nature. (7:182-183)

Oftentimes, we use the term, unbeliever, to
refer to a person who rejects Allah. If a kafir lives in
a place where there is no access to Islamic teachings,
they at least have some idea about God and right and
wrong. This is because they have both their inner-
nature and some remnant of a previous Prophet's
teachings, no matter how distorted they may have
bccme. When such a person is made aware ofAllah's
bmessage to the world, they may either accept it or
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Allah states emphatically, "Therefore, avoid

* urn away from Our message and who

far as lcnowledge will reach them. Certainly, your
Lord lcnows best those who are astrayfrom His path
and He lvtows those who are guided." 1,r,,0;

Allah clearly points out also that a person may
even think they are a Muslim but in fact are far from
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He warned us with this example: "The

(Bedoutn) Arabs say, 'We believe!' Declare to them,
'You have no Iman (faith) but you only say, 'We are
surrendered to Allah.' Because Iman has not yet
entered your hearts. But if you obey Allah and His
Messenge4 He will not lower any of your deeds for
Allah is the Forgiving, the Merciful. Only those are
believers who have believed in Allah and His
Messenger and have never since doubted. They have
struggled with their wealth and their selves in the
Cause of Allah. They are the sincere ones." (4e:14-r5)

So a clear difference is made between those
who say or think they are Muslims and those who are
in fact believers and who live like it. Muslim
demographers, or people who study population, like
to boast that there are so many Muslims in the world,
but how many would Allah count as Muslims?

The two things which set a real Muslim apart
from a kafir are belief and knowledge. If a person
thinks they're a Muslim but they have no faith in
Islamic teachings and make no effort to make Islamic
leaming andpractices apart oftheir life, thenthey are
no Muslim atalll

However, this doesn't mean that we are
supposed to go around and call other people kafirs.
The responsibility of each person's heart and soul is
between them and Allah. The Blessed Prophet
Muhammad forbade us from directly calling another
Muslim a kafir unless they have said themselves that
they reject Allah.

What we must do, then, if we know of
someone who is near the orbit of Islam but is not
following it the way it should be followed, is to call
them to come closer to their Lord. We must use
compassion, understanding and respect in our
interaction with them because this is the main way in
which you can reach their heart.

Allah declared, "Invite others to the way of
your Lordwithwisdom and inspiring speech. Reason
with them in a superior mannen Certainly, your Lord
lmows who has strayed from His path and who is
guided." 6e,ns1
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but the life of this world. That is as


